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Intellectual Freedom Highlights 

Net Neutrality and the Library Bill of Rights | OIF Blog; "Repealing net neutrality allows ISPs and major corporations to use power and
money to influence what materials are available online. These regulations are essential to the foundation upon which libraries were
built."

Censorship 

The hate she received: Why the banning of Angie Thomas' book was an insult to the Black Lives Matter movement | OIF Blog; "The
Hate U Give"
Palestinian children's book becomes target for boycott and censorship | Literary Hub, "P is for Palestine"
Words banned at multiple HHS agencies include ‘diversity’ and ‘vulnerable’ | Washington Post

Privacy

Deadlock on NSA Surveillance Bills | District Dispatch; ALA Joins 32 Organizations to Oppose House Bill Expanding and Codifying
Section 702 Surveillance
A cute toy just brought a hacker into your home | The New York Times
Privacy in 2017: A year in review | International Association of Privacy Professionals

See this week's additional privacy news and updates on the Choose Privacy Week blog.

Access 

The case against library fines - according to the head of the New York Public Library | Quartz
Thirty percent of Oakland school libraries closed, district lays off head librarian | Fox KTVU News
OER adoptions on the rise | Inside Higher Education

Net Neutrality and Broadband Access 

The Net Neutrality Debate: Access to Broadband Networks | Congressional Research Service
25 Senators are supporting a resolution to undo the FCC's net neutrality repeal | The Verge
After net neutrality, brace for Internet fast lanes | USA Today

Internet Filters 

Students, the website you've visited at high school will now be seen by your parents | Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel
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The E-Rate Program: 6 Big Numbers to Know | Education Week

Free Press, Social Media, and Fake News

Fake news. It's complicated. | First Draft
Twitter today starts enforcing new rules around violence and hate | TechCrunch

Academic Freedom and Campus Speech 

UNC cracks down on disruptions with new free speech policy | Campus Reform

First Amendment and Free Speech 

The chaos of cacophony of unfettered free speech | Publisher's Weekly
What If the Founders Had Free Speech Wrong? | Bloomberg
Not-guilty verdicts for first six people on trial in violent Inauguration Day protests | The Washington Post
Iowa justice blocks newspaper from reporting court records | The Spokesman-Review
First amendment is at a crossroads in Supreme Court | CNN
The state of the First Amendment: 2017's top free speech offenders and defenders | NCAC

Around the Web 

The Kindle changed the book business, can it change books? | Wired
Closure plans for Cincinnati Library's North Building spark concerns | Library Journal; "Update: At an emergency meeting on
Wednesday, December 20, the PLCHC board voted 5–0 (two members were not in attendance) not to sell the North Building. Instead,
the library will seek a 1 mill tax levy in May, 2018 to help supplement its $54 million facilities plan. The library will host a community
conversation on December 27."
Ten reasons libraries are still better than the internet | American Libraries
The lazy person's guide to being a good citizen | The Newseum

International Issues 

Former Sudanese journalist discusses free press and censorship | Seven Days
UK to guarantee high-speed internet to entire country | The Hill
Here come the new EU rules on data privacy | The Wall Street Journal

ALA News 

U.S. Senators Seek to Enhance Support for America’s Libraries & Museums “Today’s introduction of the bipartisan MLSA
reauthorization is the first critical step toward ensuring federal support for our nation’s nearly 120,000 libraries,” said American Library
Association President Jim Neal. “LSTA grants enable libraries in every state to innovate and meet the growing demand for services that
meet the needs of our communities. Millions of people – including students, veterans, entrepreneurs and job seekers – depend on the
programs that the MLSA will allow to continue. ALA supports this bill and encourages our members and library supporters across the
country to urge their senators to cosponsor the MLSA."
Libraries invited to apply for Truth, Racial Healing & Transformation Great Stories Club pilot program for underserved youth
YALSA opens proposals for 2018 Symposium
New “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle” PSAs capture the action and adventure found at the library
Nominations open for 2018 Lemony Snicket Prize for Noble Librarians Faced with Adversity
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